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ABSTRACT
Software cost estimation is the process of predicting the effort
required to develop a software system. Accurate cost
estimation helps us complete the project within time and
budget. There are lots of methods are there for efforts and cost
estimation, but people do not know how to use these methods.
This paper provides a general overview of software cost
estimation methods including the recent advances in the
respective field. Machine learning techniques such as neural
networks, rule induction, genetic algorithm and case-based
reasoning are finding application in a wide variety of fields
such as computer vision; cloud computing, econometrics and
medicine. This paper highlights the cost estimation models
that have been proposed and used successfully.

Keywords: surveys, software cost estimation methods,
Neural networks, Machine learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
The most important task of software estimation is setting
realistic expectations. Unrealistic expectations based on
inaccurate estimates are the single largest cause of software
failure. Accurate software cost estimates are critical to both
developers and customers. Software Engineering cost models
and estimation techniques are used for a number of purposes
such as Budgeting, Tradeoffs and risk analysis, project
planning and control, software improvement investment
analysis, staff allocation, project bidding and proposal etc.
The main aim of this paper to provide a survey of various
emerging estimation techniques[1][2][3].There are several
methods and models[4][5][6][7][8], this paper describes for
the software cost estimation, but which method is suitable for
cost estimation it’s very difficult to decide. To solve this type
problem it is very necessary to know about the software cost
estimation methods and models.

Several software estimation techniques have there own
advantages and disadvantages.

2. BACKGROUND
The Software Estimation becomes the essential part of the
software development process. Software project failures have
been an important issue for software developers. Results
shows that approximately between 30% and 40% of the
software projects are completed and the others fail.
Traditionally, researchers estimated software effort by means
of off-the shelf algorithmic models such as COCOMO
(Boehm, 1981) [9]where effort is expressed as a function of
anticipated size; or have developed local models using
statistical techniques such as stepwise regression .There is lot
of work have been conducted by several authors in the field of
model based estimation techniques, expertise based, learning
oriented, dynamic based[10],regression based[11][12][13][14]
and composite Bayesian such as cocomo 2.Common model
based techniques are SLIM, cocomo, checkpoint and SEER.
Delphi and rule based are come under expertise based
estimation techniques. Recently, attention has turned to a
variety of machine learning (ML)[15] methods to predict
software development effort.. Artificial neural nets
(ANNs)[16][17][18],genetic algorithms[19][20][21], case
based reasoning (CBR)[22] and rule induction (RI),estimating
by analogy[22],clustering techniques[23] are examples of
such methods. Several researchers have applied the neural
networks approach to estimate software development effort
[24][25][26][27][28]. Wittig and Finnie [29][30] describe
their use of back propagation learning algorithms on a
multilayer perceptron in order to predict development effort
and cost. They consider ANNs as promising techniques to
build predictive models, because they are capable of
modelling non linear relationships. There are many factors
that should be considered in the selection of a estimation
technique, the most common aim is to maximize the accuracy
in prediction; however other issues are also important such as
robustness.
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This paper analysis various emerging estimation techniques
as no single technique is best for all situations.

3. ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES
Generally, there are many techniques or methods for software
cost estimation, which are divided into various categories, but
the information industry wants a simple and accurate
estimation method for their work. There are many promising
estimation techniques that are capable of better estimation
such as Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Decision Trees (DT), Bayesian Networks
(BN), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Genetic Programming (GP),
Association Rules (AR), Regression methods. Among them
ANNs and Case based reasoning are most used.

4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
ANNs posses’ large number of highly interconnected
processing elements called neurons, which usually operate in
parallel and are configured in regular architectures. Each
neuron connected with the other by a communication link and
each connection link is associated with weights which contain
information about the input signal. The neuron computes a
weighted sum of its inputs and generates an output if the sum
exceeds a certain threshold. The process continues until one or
more outputs are generated. These are estimation models that
can be “trained” using historical data to produce ever better
results by automatically adjusting their algorithmic parameter
values to reduce the delta between known actual and model
predictions.[31][32]

4.2 RESILIENT BACK PROPAGATION
RPROP is used for performing supervised batch learning for
multilayered feed forward Networks. The basic principle of
RPROP is to eliminate the harmful influence of the size of the
partial derivative on the weight step. RPROP modifies the size
of weight step, directly by introducing the concept of resilient
update values. As a result, the adaptation effort is not
deteriorated by un-foreseeable gradient behaviour.[35]

4.3 GRADIENT DESCENT LEARNING
This algorithm tries to minimize the error E between actual
and desired output by adjusting the synaptic weights between
the neurons by an amount proportional to the first derivative
of the mean squared error with respect to the synaptic weight.
Thus if Wij is the weight update of the link connecting the ith
and jth neuron of the two neighbouring layers, then Wij is
defined as
Wij = η ∂E/∂Wij
Where, η is the learning rate parameter and ∂E/∂Wij is the
error gradient with reference to the weight Wij.

4.4 DELTA RULE
Delta rule is the special case of Gradient Descent Learning.
Delta rule is also referred as the Widrow-Hoff Learning Rule.
According to this learning rule the mechanism for weight
modification during the training process acts in an appropriate
way in order to minimize the difference between the desired
output and the actual output produced by the processing
elements. It is also called the Least Mean Square Learning
Rule, because it is used to minimize the mean squared error of
that difference.

4.5 CASCADE NEURAL NETWORK

Figure 1: An Artificial Neuron

4.1 BACK PROPAGATION
ALGORITHM
This is the most widely used algorithm for supervised
learning with multilayered feed forward networks. Once the
network has been built, the model must be trained by
providing it with a set of historical project data
Inputs and the corresponding known actual values for project
schedule. The model then iterates on its training algorithm,
automatically adjusting the parameters of its estimation
functions until the model estimate and the actual values are
within some pre-specified value. Wittig has reported
accuracies of within 10% for a model of this type when used
to estimate software development effort, but caution must be
exercised when using these models as they are often subject to
the same kinds of statistical problems with the training data as
are the standard regression techniques used to calibrate more
traditional models[33][34].

Cascade NN is a feed-forward neural network [36] where the
first layer will get signal from input values. Each subsequent
layer will receive signal from the input and all previous
layers. Cascade-correlation (CC) is an architecture and
generative, feed-forward, supervised learning algorithm for
artificial neural networks. Cascade- Correlation begins with a
small network, then automatically iterates and adds new
hidden units one by one creating a multi-layer structure.
Cascade-correlation performs better then the Backpropagation learning algorithm. It has less error values, so
accuracy is high in Cascade-correlation [37].

4.6. SINGLE LAYER FEED FORWARD
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Ch. Satyananda Reddy and KVSVN Raju proposed a single
layer feed forward network architecture that is constructed to
accommodate the COCOMO II model [38]. This model maps
COCOMO model to a neural network with minimal number
of layers and nodes to increase the performance of the
network. The neural network that is used to predict the
software development effort is the single layer feed forward
neural network with the identity function at both the input and
output units. Two different learning algorithms back
propagation and RPROP are used to train the network to find
the best learning algorithm. It was observed that the neural
network model with RPROP provided significantly better cost
estimations than the estimation done using COCOMO model.
The use of the proposed neural network to estimate in(PM) in
31

the “(2)” requires 23 input nodes in the input layer which are
in( EMi) for I = 1 to 17 , SFi * 0.01 * in(size) where i= 1 to 5
and 1.01* in (size) and a bias = in(A).
“Fig.2”
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represented by the eight environmental factors (E1–E8) The
output of the model is software effort. The structure of the
proposed neural network is depicted in Fig.3 the network will
stop training when the number of epochs reaches 250 or when
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) becomes zero.
The time was set to “infinity” which indicates that the training
time does not have a control on when the training should stop.
Ali Bou Nassifa, Danny Hob used algorithm to train the MLP
model was Levenberg– Marquardt back propagation. They
find that When the small dataset was used, it is clear that the
MLP model outperforms the log-linear regression model as
well as the other models.MLP with a lot of hidden layers
performs more better than with one or two hidden layer
specially regarding the output performance parameters. Also,
when you compare between the o/p of MLP and the
mathematical formula, you will found thatThe o/p

performance parameter are best suited with the
experimental [31]
Figure 2 Neural Network Architecture [2]

5. CBR
4.7 RBF Neural Network with Incremental
Learning.
A Radial basis function (RBF) neural network with a new
incremental learning method based on the regularized
orthogonal least square (ROLS) algorithm is proposed for face
recognition [39]. It is designed to accommodate new
information without retraining the
initial network. For avoiding the expensive reselecting
process, the selection of repressors for the new data is done
locally. In addition, it accumulates previous experience and
learns updated new knowledge of the existing groups to
increase the robustness of the system. The conventional
ROLS involves retraining the whole neural network when
new training data are added. The proposed algorithm achieves
comparable recognition accuracy and requires lesser training
time and hidden neurons compared to the conventional
ROLS-based RBF neural network. The experimental results
have shown that the proposed method achieves higher
recognition accuracy as compared to the IPCA, ILDA, IELM, and EI-ELM with much lower computational
complexity. It also achieves a comparable recognition rate to
the online boosting in the AR database.

4.8 MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON (MLP)
MODEL

Case based reasoning is a Machine learning model. It has the
capability to model the past experience of experts in many
fields of problem solving, i.e., by adapting past cases which
appear similar to the present problem. CBR, originating in
analogical reasoning, and dynamic memory and the role of
previous situations in learning and problem solving, has
received much attention recently. Cases are abstractions of
events (solved or unsolved problems), limited in time and
space. Aarmodt and Plaza [40] describe CBR as being cyclic
and composed of four stages:
i) Retrieve the most similar case or cases, i.e., previously
developed projects.
ii) Reuse of the retrieved cases to find a solution to the
problem
iii) Revise the proposed solution
iv) Retention of the solution to form a new case
The clear-cut advantage that CBR has over use of algorithmic
models is that the use of CBR evades the need to model the
domain and also possess the capability to explain its
reasoning. In CBR it is possible to view such cases which are
retrieved as similar to the target case and to view the
adaptation strategies that operate on the retrieved cases which
results in the particular prediction. CBR also allows manual
adaptation so that an expert working in this can extrapolate
from the similar retrieved cases and thus adjust the
recommended solution if felt necessary. In recent years some
tangible research in the application of CBR to effort
estimation suggests that CBR can provide a practical support
to software development managers [41] Examples of
successful CBR tools for software project estimation include:
Estor, a CBR system dedicated to the selection of similar
software projects for the purpose of estimating effort, and
more recently, FACE and ANGEL.

6. GENETIC PROGRAMMING
Figure 3 Multilayer Perceptron Model [3]
This section presents the MLP neural network model (fig: 3).
each layer is composed of nodes and in the fully connected
network considered here each node connects to every node in
subsequent layers. Each MLP is composed of a minimum of
three layers consisting of an input layer, one or more hidden
layers and an output layer. The main inputs to the proposed
MLP model are software size and team productivity

The idea of evolutionary computing was introduced in 1960
by I Rechenberg in his work Evolutionary studies.Genetic
programming is one of the emerging techniques of estimation.
The basic ideas used are based on the Darwinian theory of
evolution, which says that genetic operations between
chromosomes eventually leads to fitter individuals which are
more likely to survive.GP is an extension of GA, which
removes the restriction that the chromosome representing
individual has to be a fixed length binary string. In general in
32

GP, the chromosome is some type of program, which is then
executed to obtain reqd. results. According to Collin j. burgess
and martin lefly GP can significantly produce better estimate
of efforts that any other techniques. Jeroen Eggermonta [42]
used Tree based GP, Ramped Half-and-Half Method and
genetic operators for their research. In an experiment, GGGP
is used because of its flexibility and incorporating background
knowledge, also shows great potentials in being applied in
other software engineering modelling program.[43] Genetic
Programming can find a more advanced mathematical
function between KLOC and effort[44].
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